Infusion is a process widely used to manufacture large components such as wind blades. However, when the required design reaches dozens of meters with different composites materials and inserts, infusion can be very challenging. It is often after multiple expensive trials (cost of fibers and resins, cleaning of the mold, labor time...), that a working manufacturing process is found.

Any small improvement in the design or modification in the material lay-up, sequence or type might compromise the “working process” to manufacture the component and consequently multiply development costs.

**PAM-RTM: The industrial simulation solution**

PAM-RTM simulation software covers a wide range of manufacturing processes based on liquid composite molding. This includes Resin Transfer Molding (RTM), Vacuum Assisted RTM (VARTM), and Vacuum Assisted Resin Infusion (VARI).

PAM-RTM accelerates time to market by providing users with a rapid decision-making solution for preliminary design, for process and mold optimization as well as final design verification.

PAM-RTM helps engineers minimize the risk of producing defective parts by mastering all parameters of the manufacturing process. Resorting to simulation, engineers leverage the benefits of producing high performance composite parts.

Including for very large components...

Regardless of model size, within industrial computation times, PAM-RTM takes into account potential 3D aspects of the manufacturing process, such as the influence of the flow media and the flow around the inserts.
PAM-RTM covers a wide range of validated processes, allowing to determine the best combination of resins and fibers for preforming.

- Preforming
- Resin
- Pre-heating
- Filling & Curing
- Product

Account for the flow modifications resulting from preforming. Quickly evaluate virtually any type of resins in terms of viscosity and kinetics. Master thermal issues through a comprehensive thermal modeling spanning mold pre-heating to final part curing. Track flow front like in a transparent mold and analyze through the thickness impregnation.

PAM-RTM helps define and optimize:

- Injection strategy
- Injection pressure or flow rate
- Molding temperature
- Location of injection gates, vents and vacuum ports
- Flow media

And includes numerous capabilities:

- High performance solver for the detailed simulation of very large structures within industrial computation time
- One shot simulation for quick estimation of last points to fill and filling time
- Automatic estimate of injection point location
- Conditional opening and closing of gates
- Draping for realistic fiber orientation

PAM-RTM is part of ESI’s Composites Simulation Suite encompassing dedicated industrial software to simulate the design, performance and manufacturing of composite parts.
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